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ABSTRACT
When antibiotic-resistant pathogenic bacteria pose a high threat to human health, bacterial multidrug
efflux pumps become major contributors to the high-level antibiotic resistance in most microorgan-
isms. Since traditional antibiotics are still indispensable currently, we report a dual drug delivery sys-
tem to maximize the antibacterial efficacy of antibiotics by inhibiting efflux pumps in bacteria before
their exposure to antibiotics. In this research, a microsphere/hydrogel composite was constructed from
ciprofloxacin (Cip)-loaded poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microspheres and ginsenoside Rh2 (G-
Rh2) dispersed thermo-sensitive hydrogel to treat skin infections. In vitro drug release studies indicated
that while G-Rh2 in hydrogel presented a faster and short-term release manner to rapidly inhibit the
NorA efflux pumps, Cip showed a sustained and long-term release behavior to provide a local high
concentration gradient for facilitating drug percutaneous penetration. The combination of Cip and G-
Rh2 demonstrated a high degree of synergism against both methicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus
(MSSA) and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), hence significantly improving their
in vitro antibacterial activity and efficiency. Moreover, the antibacterial performance of the micro-
sphere/hydrogel composite with a sequential release profile is superior to that of other formulations
in mouse model of MRSA skin infections, indicating its great potential to treat antibiotic-resistant
skin infections.
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1. Introduction

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) is one of the main patho-
gens and involved in a vast majority of infections (Tong
et al., 2015; Rowe et al., 2020). With the development of anti-
biotic resistance, methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) has
become one of the most frequent causes of hospital- and
community-associated infections (Lakhundi & Zhang, 2018).
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
estimates that antibiotic-resistant bacteria cause at least 2
million illnesses and approximately 23 thousand deaths every
year in the United States (Pei et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2019).
Gram-positive pathogens are responsible for the majority of
cases of acute bacterial skin and skin structure infections,
and a significant proportion of which in the United States
are MRSA (Russo et al., 2016; Mir et al., 2019). Therefore, it is
urgent to find a strategy to cope with the health threats
posed by MRSA-induced skin infections (Li et al., 2015).

Though literature has reported many novel antibacterial
agents (Li et al., 2015; Mei et al., 2017; Gold et al., 2018),
traditional antibiotics are still indispensable in a short term
due to the high costs, long cycles and big risks in novel anti-
biotics development (Årdal et al., 2019). Therefore, the

combination of antibiotics and other drugs may be a more
reasonable alternative strategy to enhance the susceptibility
of bacteria, reduce the occurrence of drug resistance, and
even reverse bacterial resistance to antibiotics (Wright, 2017).
Recently, Langeveld et al. (Langeveld et al., 2014) indicated
that some essential oils and their components had synergis-
tic effect in combination with antibiotics, which may offer
possibilities for reducing dosage. Sathiya et al. (Deepika
et al., 2018) demonstrated that rutin, a natural compound
isolated from Ruta graveolens, displayed enhanced anti-bio-
film property when combined with conventional antibiotic
gentamicin. Singh et al. (Singh et al., 2017) found that boera-
vinone B could act as NorA efflux pump inhibitors to effect-
ively retain higher concentrations of ciprofloxacin (Cip) in
S. aureus.

Multidrug resistant efflux pumps are recognized as
important components of resistance in both Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria, which reduce the intracellular
concentration of drug compounds through active extrusion
from the cell (Fern�andez & Hancock, 2012; Du et al., 2018). In
S. aureus, several multidrug efflux pumps, such as NorA,
NorB and MepA, have been described that are associated
with resistance to antibiotics, and NorA is the most
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important and well characterized efflux pump (Holler et al.
2012; Astolfi et al., 2017; Felicetti et al., 2017; Felicetti et al.,
2018). It is reported that the stable hydrogen bonding inter-
actions between ginsenoside Rh2 (G-Rh2) and Gln51/Asn340/
Ser226 residues at active binding site in the central cavity of
protein was responsible for the inhibition of NorA pump,
thus G-Rh2 could be used as an inhibitor of the NorA efflux
pump to restore susceptibility to common antibiotics in mul-
tiple drug resistant (MDR) bacteria (Zhang et al., 2014;
Shriram et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2020). Meanwhile, G-Rh2 is
one of the active compounds extracted from ginseng, exhib-
iting unique immune enhancement effect different from
other efflux pump inhibitors (Lee et al., 2018). It is reported
that exposure to a given antibiotic can induce the bacterium
cell to synthesize more efflux pump units, thus adding add-
itional survival advantage to the cell (Schindler et al., 2015;
Foster, 2017; Willers et al., 2017). Therefore, inhibiting the
efflux pumps in bacteria before their exposure to antibiotics
may be a reasonable strategy to maximize the antibacterial
effect, which inhibits antibiotic ejection in early stage, further
increases intracellular concentrations of antibiotics, and
enhances susceptibility of bacteria.

In this work, we present a poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA) microsphere-based composite thermo-sensitive hydro-
gel system for dual delivery of Cip and G-Rh2 as a dual drug
release vehicle (Cip-MS-G-TSG). Cip was chosen as a model
drug to be encapsulated in PLGA microspheres, as the NorA
efflux pumps are considered as contributors to Cip resistance
(Redgrave et al., 2014; Palazzotti et al., 2019). Thermo-sensi-
tive hydrogel (TSG), a liquid formulation which could be
transformed to hydrogel by body temperature heating, was
used to encapsulate the bacterial NorA efflux pump inhibitor
G-Rh2. It is expected that the obtained Cip-MS-G-TSG pre-
sented a sequential release profile. While G-Rh2 in TSG pre-
sented a faster and short-term release manner to rapidly
inhibit the NorA efflux pumps, Cip showed a sustained and
long-term release behavior to provide a local high concentra-
tion gradient for facilitating drug percutaneous penetration.
The combinational effect of Cip and G-Rh2 was evidenced
on methicillin-sensitive S. aureus (MSSA) and MRSA strains.
The antibacterial efficacy of Cip-MS-G-TSG was further inves-
tigated by in vitro bacterial killing kinetics assay and in vivo
mice skin infection models.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Ciprofloxacin hydrochloride hydrate (98% purity) and poly
(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, 1788 type) were purchased from Aladdin
(Shanghai, China). Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride Gel (CHG) was
purchased from Beijing Twinluck Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
(Beijing, China). PLGA (lactic: glycolic acid ¼ 50: 50, Mw
6.4 kDa) was purchased from Daigang Biology (Jinan, China).
Ginsenoside 20(S)-Rh2 was obtained from Meilun
Biotechnology (Dalian, China). Poloxamer 407 and poloxamer
188 were offered by Aike, Reagent (Zhejiang, China).

Hyaluronic acid (HA, Mw 3.5 kDa) was purchased from
Bloomage Biotechnology (Jinan, China). MSSA (ATCC 25923)
and MRSA (ATCC 33591) were obtained from ATCC (USA).

2.2. Preparation and characterization of PLGA
microspheres

A water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w) double emulsion/evaporation
technique was used for Cip-loaded PLGA microspheres (Cip-
MS) fabrication (Zhu et al., 2015). Briefly, 20mg of Cip were
dissolved in 0.5mL of deionized water and emulsified with
5mL of a 80mg/mL PLGA ethyl acetate solution under sonic-
ation with an ice bath for 2min. Subsequently, the resulting
primary emulsion (w/o) was mixed with 50mL of a 5% (w/v)
PVA aqueous solution and homogenized at 10,000 rpm using
an emulsifier (FA25, Fluko, Germany) with an ice bath for
30 s. The obtained secondary emulsion (w/o/w) was poured
into 500mL of 10% (w/v) NaCl aqueous solution and stirred
at 400 rpm overnight at room temperature to evaporate the
organic solvent and harden the microspheres. The resulting
Cip-MS were collected by centrifugation at 4,000 rpm for
5min and washed three times with deionized water. Cip-MS
were lyophilized to harvest dry powder microspheres for
further evaluation.

The surface morphology of Cip-MS was examined by a
scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM 6330 F, JEOL Ltd.,
Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 10� 20 kV. Dried micro-
sphere samples were mounted on a copper grid and sputter-
coated with gold in a high vacuum evaporator prior to
observation.

Particle size and polydispersity of Cip-MS were measured
by a Laser Diffraction Malvern Master Sizer 2000 (Malvern
Instruments, Britain). The polydispersity was presented as
Span factor calculated from the Equation (1):

Span ¼ ðd90 � d10Þ=d50 (1)

Where d10, d50, and d90 are microparticle diameters below
which 10, 50, and 90% of the volume of microspheres lie,
respectively.

For zeta potential determination, Cip-MS were suspended
in deionized water, diluted to count rate of 200–300 and
characterized by a Zetasizer (ZS90, Malvern Instruments,
Britain) before test. Samples were measured in triplicate.

To evaluate the loading efficiency (LE) and encapsulating
efficiency (EE) of Cip-MS, approximately 10mg of samples of
three triplicate were accurately weighed and dissolved in
2mL of dimethyl sulfoxide. The obtained solution was subse-
quently filtered and subjected to HPLC determination (Ultra
Violet detector, Shimadzu, Japan) with a C18 reversed-phase
column (KinetexVR , Phenomenex, America). The mobile phase
for Cip was a mixture of phosphoric acid (pH ¼ 3.0 ± 0.1)
-acetonitrile (87:13, v/v) pumped at a rate of 1.5mL/min.
Detection was performed at the wavelength of 278 nm. The
chromatograph was analyzed by Thermo ScientificTM

DionexTM ChromeleonTM Chromatography Data System
(Vanquish UHPLC, ThermoFisher, America). LE and EE of
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Cip-MS were calculated from the Equation (2) and (3):

Loading efficiency LE%ð Þ ¼ Weight of Cip in Cip�MS
Weight of Cip�MS

� 100% (2)

Encapsulating efficiency EE%ð Þ

¼ Weight of Cip in Cip�MS
Weight of Cip initially added

� 100% (3)

2.3. Preparation and characterization of TSG and
Cip-MS-G-TSG

The matrix of TSG consisted of poloxamer and HA. The con-
centrations have been adjusted according to gelation and
rheological characteristics of obtained TSG. Briefly, 20.32%
(w/v) poloxamer 407 and 0.98% (w/v) poloxamer 188 were
dissolved into deionized water and the mixture was stirred
at 400 rpm till complete dissolution. HA (4.88%, w/v) was
subsequently added to the mixture. Afterwards, TSG was
cooled at 4 �C for 30min and filtered to clarification. At tem-
perature below the gelation point, Cip-MS were suspended
into TSG, while G-Rh2 was directly dissolved in the mixture
to obtain the Cip-MS-G-TSG pre-gel solution.

The pH value of TSG pre-gel solution was measured by
a pH meter (PB-10, Sartorius, Germany) at room
temperature. The gelation temperature was measured by a
tube inversion method as described by Zeng et al. (2018).
Briefly, a tube with TSG pre-gel solution inside was heated in
water bath at a rate of 1 �C/min. The tube was inverted at
fixed time points to observe the fluidity of the formulation.
The gelation temperature was taken to be the temperature
at which there was no flow upon inversion of the tube
(Matthew et al., 2002). For gelation time measurement, the
tube with an iron wire and TSG pre-gel solution inside was
kept in water bath at gelation temperature under magnetic
stirring at 50 rpm. Once the iron wire stopped stirring, the
corresponding time interval was recorded as the gelation
time. Each measurement mentioned above was repli-
cated thrice.

2.4. Rheological test of TSG

All rheological tests of TSG were studied using a Rheometer
(Kinexus, Malvern Instruments, Britain). The variation of shear
viscosity with shear rate was determined. Briefly, 1mL of TSG
samples were equilibrated at room temperature (20 �C) and
body surface temperature (33 �C), respectively. The shear rate
was programed to increase from 0.1 s�1 to 100 s�1 at a rate
of 50 s�1/min to obtain the viscosity curve. The viscosity
properties of CHG were measured by the same program to
be set as a control.

Thixotropy test was employed at 33 �C. TSG was initially
equilibrated at a shear rate of 0.1 s�1. Subsequently, a pro-
gramed strength at a shear rate of 100 s�1 was applied for
30 s and withdrew immediately as an estimate of viscosity
recovery in contrast with CHG.

Viscoelasticity were presented as the elastic modulus (G’)
and viscous modulus (G’’). The temperature was programed
to increase from 25 �C to 40 �C at a rate of 1 �C/min to deter-
mine the critical temperature at which G’ equaled G’’.

2.5. In vitro cumulative release

In vitro release studies of various formulations were carried
out using a dialysis method. Briefly, approximately 1 g of
each formulation (n¼ 3) was enclosed in a dialysis bag (Mw
cut off 2 kDa, Solarbio, China). The dialysis bag was immersed
in 10mL of PBS (pH ¼ 7.4, containing 0.2% Tween 80) and
incubated at 37 �C under gentle shaking at 100 rpm. At pre-
determined time points, all the release media was removed
and replenished by fresh PBS. The aliquots were filtered and
the concentration of Cip and G-Rh2 was determined by
HPLC analysis. As a contrast, a co-delivery system of TSG
encapsulating Cip and G-Rh2 (Cip-G-TSG) was prepared and
the in vitro release behavior was performed by the
same method.

2.6. In vitro cytotoxicity studies

The cytotoxicity of Cip-MS-G-TSG was employed on HaCaT
cell lines, obtained from Chinese Academy of Sciences. Cells
were cultivated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS),
100 units/mL penicillin and 100 lg/mL streptomycin at 37 �C
in humidified incubator (HERAcell, ThermoFisher, America)
with 95% air and 5% CO2. Cells were seeded in a 96-well
plate at a density of 5� 103 per well and incubated for 24 h.
Afterwards, the growth medium was incubated with different
concentrations of Cip-MS-G-TSG or PBS solution in DMEM
containing 10% FBS. After 24 and 48 h incubation, the cell
viability was characterized by Thiazolyl Blue Tetrazolium
Bromide (MTT) colorimetric assays. The optical absorbance of
each well (n¼ 6) was measured at 490 nm using a Microplate
Absorbance Reader (ELX800, BioTek Instruments, America).

2.7. Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and
minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC)

Broth microdilution test was performed to determine the
MIC of Cip, G-Rh2 and the combination of Cip and G-Rh2,
respectively. MSSA or MRSA strains were regenerated in
10mL Mueller-Hinton Broth (MHB, CM0337, Oxoid, Britain)
medium at 37 �C with gentle shaking (Humidified Incubator,
BSD-250, Boxun, China, supplemented with 95% air and 5%
CO2) for 12 h. Strains suspension was diluted to 2� 105 col-
ony forming units per mL (CFU/mL) and seeded in a 96-well
plate at total volume of 50 lL per well. Cip, G-Rh2 or the
mixture of Cip and G-Rh2 were added at the same volume
by serially dilution. Following 8 h incubation, the optical
density (OD) of each well was measured at 630 nm. The low-
est drug concentration to produce an OD < 0.1 was consid-
ered as the MIC. Lastly, the content of wells which produced
OD < 0.1 was resuspended. 10 lL suspension of each well
was removed into Mueller-Hinton Agar (MHA, CM0405,
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Oxoid, Britain) media for 18 h incubation to observe the bac-
terial growth. The lowest concentration at which no bacterial
growth occurred was considered as the MBC.

2.8. Killing kinetics assays

MSSA or MRSA strains were regenerated, diluted to 2� 106

CFU/mL in a conical flask and then treated with PBS, TSG
encapsulating blank MS (MS-TSG), Cip and G-Rh2 mixed solu-
tion (Cip-G-Solution), Cip-G-TSG and Cip-MS-G-TSG, respect-
ively. The concentration of Cip and G-Rh2 were 10�MIC for
the latter three groups. At predetermined intervals, 10 lL
suspension of each group (n¼ 3) was removed, serially
diluted and embedded in MHA media in triplicate. Following
12 h incubation, the viable colonies on the plates were
counted to calculate the concentration of viable bacteria.

2.9. In vivo antibacterial assessment

A mouse model of MRSA skin infection was used to deter-
mine the in vivo antibacterial activity of Cip-MS-G-TSG. Balb/c
male mice (5–8weeks, weighing 20–30 g) of SPF grade were
obtained from Lavatory Animal Center, Sun Yat-sen
University. Commercial regular diet and water were supplied
ad libitum. The research protocol was approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, Sun Yat-sen
University, with Approval No. SYSU-IACUC-2019-000321.

One day preceding the study, mice were randomly div-
ided into 6 groups and anesthetized by 1% (w/v) sodium
pentobarbital (50mg/kg). The back hairs were shaved by
depilatory cream. Afterwards, the epidermis was tape-
stripped to rubedo and errhysis. 1� 107 CFU/mL of MRSA
suspension was applied to the skin. Each group was in situ
treated with 1mL PBS, blank MS-TSG, CHG, Cip-G-Solution,
Cip-G-TSG and Cip-MS-G-TSG for 5 days, respectively. The
concentration of Cip and G-Rh2 were 50�MIC for the latter
three groups. At predetermined time points, mice of each
group (n¼ 6) were sacrificed by euthanasia, and their tissues
of infected areas were removed, homogenized, serially
diluted and embedded in MHA plates for 12 h. The viable
colonies were counted to calculate the concentration of
residual viable bacteria.

To evaluate the inflammatory reaction in mice skin, on
day 5, the skin homogenates from 4 typical groups (PBS, Cip-
G-Solution, Cip-G-TSG and Cip-MS-G-TSG) were centrifuged
at 12,000 rpm for 10min. The supernatant was collected and
mixed with chloroform. The mixture was further centrifuged
and the precipitation was resuspended with isopropanol.
Then, the suspension was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for
5min to harvest mRNA precipitation. Extracted mRNA was
washed by 75% ethanol, dried, dissolved in deionized water
and incubated at 55 �C before test. Total RNA was reverse
transcribed by a fluorescent quantitation PCR machine
(Stepone plus, ABI, America) and amplification was con-
ducted under the following circulation: 95 �C to 60 �C in 15 s,
60 �C for 60 s, repeated for 40 times. Mice without MRSA
infection treatment were set as the control group (Blank)
and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)

was selected as the reference gene to normalize the mRNA
level of tumor necrosis factor (TNF-a), interleukin 6 (IL-6) and
interleukin 1 beta (IL-1b), respectively.

For histology evaluation, skin tissue specimens of infected
areas from the above mentioned 4 typical groups were har-
vested and fixed in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde. Tissue sam-
ples were embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for histology. Sections were
examined and captured with a Microscope (Eclipse Cl,
Nikon, Japan).

2.10. Statistical analysis

Data were was expressed as mean± standard deviation
(Mean± S.D). Statistical differences between the experimental
and control groups were evaluated with a paired t-test and
p< .05 was considered statistical different.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of Cip-MS

Among pharmaceutical polymers, biodegradable PLGA has
gained great attention in design of various drug loaded devi-
ces (Mona et al., 2020). PLGA microspheres for the sustained
release of Cip were thus prepared by the double emulsion/
evaporation method. As shown in Figure 1(A,B), Cip-MS had
spherical shapes with smooth surfaces. No breakage, wrinkle
or aggregation was observed, indicating the high stability of
microspheres during fabrication and lyophillization.
According to particle size analysis data, the mean particle
size (d50) of Cip-MS was 1.86 ± 0.29lm, and the relatively low
Span value (2.51 ± 0.84) suggested a quite narrow size distri-
bution. Besides, Cip-MS exhibited neutral zeta potential
(0.81 ± 0.39mV). The LE and EE of Cip-MS were 3.17 ± 0.19%
and 69.76 ± 4.11%, respectively.

3.2. Characterization of TSG and Cip-MS-G-TSG

TSG has been developed for drug encapsulation and surgical
dressing due to its unique performance. Its phase-transition
character can support quantified dosage administration,
averts superinfection and wound contact, especially for
wound and infection treatment (Gao et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2019). Herein, TSG with the main matrix of poloxamer was

Figure 1. SEM images of Cip-MS in 8,000� (A) and 18000� (B).
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prepared. HA was applied to promote moisture retaining,
wound healing and tissue regeneration (Sharma et al., 2018).
The neutral pH value (7.28 ± 0.18) of TSG pre-gel solution
implied its low irritation to human skin. Furthermore, the
appearance of TSG and Cip-MS-G-TSG were presented in
Figure 2(A–D). We found that TSG was translucent and pos-
sessed good mobility at 20 �C, and Cip-MS could be uni-
formly dispersed in the TSG before and after gelation . In the
present study, the gelation temperature of TSG was deter-
mined as 32.67 ± 0.29 �C, which was close to the body sur-
face temperature of human being (Liu et al., 2013). The
gelation process could be finished within 65.05 ± 3.47 s. Thus,
the promptly transition of TSG from solution to gel is con-
venient for patients to use.

3.3. Rheological properties

The rheological properties in this study generally demon-
strate the fluidity change associated with temperature or
external force. Herein, the variation of shear viscosity, thix-
otropy and viscoelasticity were measured, while CHG was set
as a control. In Figure 3(A,B), shear viscosity was plotted as a
function of shear rate at 20 �C and 33 �C, respectively. Both
TSG and CHG exhibited lower shear viscosity at 20 �C, espe-
cially for TSG, which could maintain good liquidity below
gelation temperature. At 33 �C when TSG was gelled, its
shear viscosity remarkably increased and was almost equiva-
lent to that of CHG (Figure 3(B)), in accordance with the
phase-transition property.

Figure 2. Photos of TSG at 20 �C (A) and 33 �C (B), and photos of Cip-MS-G-TSG at 20 �C (C) and 33 �C (D).

Figure 3. Rheological properties of TSG. (A) Variation of shear viscosity of TSG and CHG at 20 �C. (B) Variation of shear viscosity of TSG and CHG at 33 �C. (C)
Thixotropy profile of TSG and CHG. (D) Variation of G’ and G’’ of TSG with temperature.
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Thixotropy test was to illustrate the decrease of viscosity
induced by flow and shear viscosity recovery when the flow
is discontinued. As shown in Figure 3(C), the shear viscosity
of both TSG and CHG decreased to a steady level within 30 s
of stress application. However, the viscosity recovered
promptly after external force withdrew. The result validated
decent viscous restoration and resilient capability of TSG.

G’ and G’’ of TSG were plotted as a function of tempera-
ture shown in Figure 3(D). As the temperature increased, the
two coefficients went up accordingly. At approximate
29.8 �C, G’ value exceeded G’’ value, indicating a elastic solid-
like behavior. This critical temperature was lower than the
gelation temperature measured by the tube inversion
method. Actually, TSG still possessed fluidity at around this
temperature until it was completely gelled at 32.67 �C. Taken
together, these studies demonstrated that TSG showed
advantageous rheological properties for local application.

3.4. In vitro drug release behaviors

Figure 4 showed typical release profiles of Cip and G-Rh2
from Cip-MS-G-TSG and Cip-G-TSG dual drug delivery sys-
tems. G-Rh2 exhibited a short-term release behavior, while
Cip from the Cip-MS-G-TSG presented a sustained and long-
term release behavior. Comparing with the G-Rh2 release
profiles in Figure 4(A,B), we found that the release patterns
of G-Rh2 were very similar. G-Rh2 could be completely
released from the hydrogel matrix within 48 h, indicating
that the introduction of Cip-MS or Cip exhibited negligible
impact on G-Rh2 release. The rapid release profile of Cip in
Cip-G-TSG was similar to that of G-Rh2, whereas Cip showed
sustained release from Cip-MS-G-TSG for 12 days, suggesting
that the sustained long-term release behavior of Cip was
mainly controlled by the PLGA microspheres. Consequently,
a sequential-release behavior was achieved in the PLGA
microsphere-based composite hydrogel system. It is expected
that G-Rh2 could rapidly inhibit bacterial efflux pump, while
Cip could be released in a sustained manner to provide a
local high concentration gradient for facilitating drug percu-
taneous penetration.

3.5. Cytotoxicity test

The cytotoxicity was examined by MTT assay in HaCaT cell
lines. Cells were incubated with Cip-MS-G-TSG at concentra-
tions of 0–50mg/mL, and no obvious cell death was
observed within 24 h or 48 h incubation (Figure 5). This result
further verified the biocompatibility of Cip-MS-G-TSG.

3.6. In vitro antibacterial activity studies

G-Rh2 has been reported to exert antibacterial action and
synergize antibiotics (Zhang et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2019; Xue
et al., 2020). To evaluate the antibacterial effects of the G-
Rh2-antibiotics combination, the MIC and MBC were deter-
mined for each of the individual components as well as the
combination therapy. As shown in Table 1, when the MIC of
Cip alone was ranged from 0.25 to 0.50lg/mL, the addition
of G-Rh2 produced a 1-fold to 4-fold decrease in the MIC of
Cip. Moreover, according to the MBC of Cip, which ranged
from 1 to 2 lg/mL, the addition of G-Rh2 resulted in a 4-fold
to 8-fold decrease in the MBC of Cip. The sum of the frac-
tional bactericidal concentration (RFBC) indicated the extent

Figure 4. In vitro cumulative release profiles of Cip-MS-G-TSG (A) and Cip-G-TSG (B) (mean ± SD, n¼ 3), while the insert picture in (A) was the whole release pro-
cess of Cip from Cip-MS-G-TSG.

Figure 5. MTT assay of Cip-MS-G-TSG on HaCaT cell lines (mean± SD, n¼ 6).
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of the interaction between the drugs (Ng et al., 2013), and
Cip and G-Rh2 synergy (RFBC � 0.5) was found in both
MSSA and MRSA. Therefore, G-Rh2 could be applied as an
effective adjuvant to synergize Cip.

3.7. In vitro killing kinetics assays

To further evaluate the killing efficiency of Cip-MS-G-TSG and
illuminate their mechanism of action, a time-kill method was
employed. As shown in Figure 6(A,B), MS-TSG had no influ-
ence on bacteria growth. Although Cip-G-Solution and Cip-G-
TSG without sequential release profile showed fast time-kill-
ing rate during the initial 16 h, the concentration of viable
bacteria no longer decreased and even appeared slight rising
trend after 24 h in these two formulations. Previous studies
found that repeated exposure to low concentrations of
fluoroquinolone antibiotics such as Cip would lead to activa-
tion of the efflux pump systems and a reduction in suscepti-
bility (Cebri�an et al., 2005; Redgrave et al., 2014; LaBreck
et al., 2020). Therefore, although an initial phase of rapid
bacterial killing was induced by the rapid release of Cip from
Cip-G-Solution and Cip-G-TSG, both formulations could not
kill MSSA or MRSA cells completely in 48 h probably due to
their relatively low intra-bacterial accumulation of Cip.
Conversely, Cip-MS-G-TSG exhibited enhanced antibacterial
efficiency against MSSA and MRSA, eliminating all bacteria
completely in 48 h. These results confirmed our hypothesis
that administrating efflux pump inhibitor prior to antibiotic
application by this microsphere-based composite hydrogel
system may be conducive to rapidly control the develop-
ment of antibiotic resistance before efflux pump activation,
and thus maximize the antibacterial effect.

3.8. In vivo antibacterial efficacy

A typical mouse skin infection model was established to
evaluate the in vivo antibacterial efficacy of Cip-MS-G-TSG.
Since MRSA has become the most common cause of skin
and soft-tissue infections in many parts of the world (Singer
& Talan, 2014), it was chosen to cause topical bacterial colon-
ization in this study. As shown in Figure 7(A), when continu-
ous growth of MRSA was observed among PBS and MS-TSG
groups within 5 days, commercial gel CHG resulted in signifi-
cantly reduce in the amount of MRSA remaining in the skin
(p< .01) at the first day postinfection but could not perform
sustained bactericidal effect. Similarly, Cip-G-Solution and
Cip-G-TSG no longer performed antibacterial efficiency after
day 3. However, Cip-MS-G-TSG killed more than 99.999% of
bacteria after 5 days treatment. The amount of MRSA strains
remaining in the skin of the Cip-MS-G-TSG-treated mice was
6.46� 106 times, 1.56� 103 times, 1.43� 102 times and 75.5
times lower than those remaining in the MS-TSG-treated
mice (p< .001), CHG-treated mice (p< .001), Cip-G-Solution-
treated mice (p< .001) and Cip-G-TSG-treated mice (p< .001),
respectively.

Since inflammation can reflect injury and infection to
some degree, TNF-a, IL-6 and IL-1b were selected as indica-
tors to evaluate the inflammatory extent in mice skin. The
mRNA expression levels of these inflammatory cytokines in
various treatment groups were thus determined on day 5. As
shown in Figure 7(B), when MRSA infection dramatically
increased the mRNA expression level of all inflammatory
cytokines, the skin of Cip-MS-G-TSG-treated mice showed the
lowest corresponding level, which further illustrated the opti-
mized therapeutic effect of Cip-MS-G-TSG in the treatment of
bacterial infection. Meanwhile, since G-Rh2 has been

Table 1. Antibacterial activity of Cip co-delivered with G-Rh2 against MSSA and MRSA.

Bacteria strains

G-Rh2 Cip CipþG-Rh2a

RFBC Indexb (Effect)cMIC (lg/mL) MBC (lg/mL) MIC (lg/mL) MBC (lg/mL) MIC (lg/mL) MBC (lg/mL)

Methicillin-sensitive S. aureus 25.00 50.00 0.25 1.00 0.12 0.25 0.38 (S)
Methicillin-resistant S. aureus 25.00 50.00 0.50 2.00 0.12 0.25 0.25 (S)
aThe concentration of G-Rh2 is 6.25lg/mL;
bRFBC¼MBCA,combination/MBCA,alone þ MBCB,combination/MBCB,alone;
cSynergy (S) was defined as RFBC index of �0.5. Indifference (I) was defined as RFBC index of >0.5 but �4.0. Antagonism (A) was defined as RFBC index
of >4.0.

Figure 6. Time-kill curves of various formulations against MSSA (A) and MRSA (B) (mean ± SD, n¼ 3). ���p< .001, vs. Cip-MS-G-TSG group.
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reported to possess anti-inflammatory activity (Kim et al.,
2017), it may also play an important role in accelerating
skin healing.

Furthermore, histological analysis in skin tissue with vari-
ous treatments were performed by H&E staining (Figure
7(C)). The results indicated that infection-induced damage to
the skin of PBS-treated mice increased apparently over time.
The skin morphology of Cip-MS-G-TSG-treated mice was
nearly identical to the healthy skin on day 5, whereas fester
and inflammatory cells infiltration still remained after other
treatments. As a whole, all these results illustrated the excel-
lent long-term antibacterial effect of Cip-MS-G-TSG on the
in vivo treatment of MRSA skin infection in virtue of the
sequential release profile.

4. Conclusion

In this research, Cip-MS-G-TSG was prepared as an efficient
dual drug delivery system to treat S. aureus skin infection.
Cip-MS with mean particle size of 1.86 ± 0.29lm was dis-
persed into TSG along with G-Rh2. The microsphere-based

composite hydrogel system exhibited optimal rheological
properties, low cytotoxicity, and sequential release profile.
The synergistic effect of Cip with G-Rh2 against MSSA and
MRSA was evidenced. Optimized in vitro sterilizing ability
was demonstrated by Cip-MS-G-TSG benefited from its
sequential release feature. In MRSA skin infection mouse
model, Cip-MS-G-TSG achieved outstanding in vivo antibac-
terial efficacy. Above all, these results demonstrated that the
novel microsphere/hydrogel composite has excellent poten-
tial applications in topical treatment of skin infection.
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Cip-G-TSG and Cip-MS-G-TSG treatments on day 0, 1, 3 and 5, respectively.
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